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Video editing software commonly includes video editing, video mastering, and video conversion
programs. Software that handles one of these tasks is called a nonlinear video editing system. Video
editing software designed for the casual user usually includes only basic editing tools, while more
powerful programs usually provide both professional-level and advanced beginner-level tools.
Sometimes video editing software may include facilities for rendering to multiple formats and for
authoring DVD video discs. Nonlinear video editing was once primarily used for creating news video
transcripts and other documentary or educational video content. It has become the preferred
software for video processing. The software is also often used to edit video for basic communications
such as distribution through video recorders for business meetings, or editing video for personal and
professional uses such as music videos, television shows, and films. Some software also offers the
ability to create and edit video games, digital artwork, and photo slideshows. Multiple video editing
software are often used in a nonlinear fashion by the editor to create a video master. For example, a
filmmaker might shoot a sequence of several video clips to create a montage, animate a static image,
or transform a video into another media format. Most videos are composed of numerous video clips
that are often edited together in a "non-linear" fashion. The same video editing software usually has
facilities to produce video from all of the raw media formats available. These formats include the
following: Other software applications are used to perform aspects of video editing, such as color
correction. Such editing programs are often used to prepare video for online sharing, such as with
video blogs, vlogs, or in social media videos, such as with Facebook. Other video editing applications
are used for editing videos. These programs are designed for use by graphic designers and visual
artists. DaVinci Resolve Davinci Resolve is the flagship post-production platform for professional,
full-featured color correction, editing and finishing. All of the features found in Resolve are available
for free. Resolve works on Mac OS X and Windows. Resolve is designed from the ground up to be a
nonlinear video editing system, from audio, to editing, to color correction, to audio mixing, to
authoring in DVD format, to 3D authoring and animation. It has advanced features that competitors
do not have that dramatically simplify and speed up professional post production workflows. Resolve
can work as a standalone application or it can work within a larger editing software system such as
Adobe Creative Cloud
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